
OOklahoma Heart Hospital (OHH) 
is one of the finest tertiary 

cardiovascular care facilities in 
the United States. A combination of expert 
patient care, teaching, and advanced 
research protocols demonstrates the staff’s 
dedication to providing the absolute best 
care for its patients.

The combination of expertise, the latest 
technology, and a full spectrum of services 
create the highest quality of complete heart 
care.

Oklahoma Heart Hospital physicians 
represent a distinguished team of 
specialists, including invasive cardiologists, 
noninvasive imaging specialists, 
electrophysiologists, heart failure specialists 
and cardiovascular surgeons.   

CHALLENGES WITH THE EXISTING SYSTEM
Prior to their switch to ConnexALL, Oklahoma Heart used a communications 
system that was viewed by the facility’s decision-makers to be outdated, and 
it was no longer supported by the vendor.   The existing alarm notification 
system had limited filtering and acknowledgement capability. Due to current 
expansion projects and future growth expectations, Oklahoma Heart was in 
need of an upgrade in their remote telemetry monitoring system.  “We wanted 
to find a solution that could monitor waveforms, send vital sign information to 
the nursing staff and something to incorporate all the systems we already had 
in place,” explained Peggy Tipton, Chief Operating Officer at Oklahoma Heart.   

In the past, when an arrhythmia was detected from the patient’s telemetry, 
nurses received a waveform alarm to a pager.  Two primary concerns existed 
with this type of monitoring.   There was no way to eliminate some of the 
“noise” alarms, and vital sign information could not be viewed from the pager.  

After exploring multiple options, Oklahoma Heart chose ConnexALL to 
integrate into their system.  ConnexALL was introduced to Oklahoma Heart’s 
staff by Dräger, a manufacturer of patient monitors.  Dräger was a key player 
in the installation and integration process of ConnexALL into the hospital’s 
existing technologies. 
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THE CONNEXALL SOLuTION
Using the outdated notification system, the alarm recipient was unable to confirm 
the patient’s vital sign information.  Further, OHH wanted to maintain the current 
technology of waveforms being sent to a handheld device.  

With ConnexALL installed, nurses at Oklahoma Heart are now equipped with 
Research in Motion’s BlackBerry 7270, the new remote monitoring device used 
for their patients.  The BlackBerry’s high resolution, which supports 65,000 colors, 
clearly displays patients’ waveforms along with any preset vital sign information.  
When the patient telemetry reaches a certain threshold, a text message and 
a screen shot of the waveform are automatically sent to the bedside nurse’s 
BlackBerry as well as to the nursing station.  This is a significant improvement 
over the older communication system, because now the nurses receive vital 
patient information alongside the patients’ waveforms.

Also noted is the reduction in nuisance alarms.  Mainly the critical alarms are put 
through to the nursing staff, and this new technology has decreased the number of 
nuisance alarms received by the staff.  

With ConnexALL, more relevant information is being transmitted to the nursing 
staff.  As well, immediate acknowledgement of an alarm can be detected, which is 
an important component of the software.  
 

BENEFITS OF CONNEXALL 
SOLuTION
ConnexALL offers Oklahoma Heart a more 
robust means of filtering and sending 
information to each patient’s primary 
caregiver.  The monitor information can be 
sent to virtually any device, whether it is a 
BlackBerry or a computer station.  In addition, 
the BlackBerry devices give the nursing staff 
more flexibility as to how they are able to 
view telemetry output.  They can view the 
waveforms in two different leads, which the 
nursing staff says is a good element of the 
software.  

ConnexALL gives Oklahoma Heart’s staff 
what they did not get before: more relevant 
and timely information.  

The general consensus of Oklahoma Heart’s 
staff is that ConnexALL has improved the 
overall communication of patient alarms 
within the hospital.  The software gives the 
staff two different ways to view waveforms as 
well as vital signs, which is a great feature for 
them to have.  Alarms are also transmitted 
faster on the BlackBerry devices than they 
were on the old notification system.  Overall, 
the staff at Oklahoma Heart is happy with the 
results, and they say that ConnexALL is an 
excellent system for any hospital to have.“ ”

. . . ConnexALL is an excellent 
system for any hospital to have. 


